Feedback comments from Workshops August 26, 2009
Liked the diversity of the group
Liked the Circle of Decision Making as part of a business plan
Enjoyed your real life stories
Liked the variety of the participants
Very insightful – thank you!
Liked the anecdotes
Appreciated the personalized suggestions
Good job – looking forward to the next sessions
Thank you
Good program
Enjoyed the believable success stories
Good goal setting formulas – nice basis for growth
I was impressed that you were giving the seminar for free
After my Forex, Wizetrade, EZ Trade, etc. experiences I really appreciated your lecture
Thank you
Liked the depth of insight into business thinking
Liked the stories – learning from experience
Like the Q & A
Know thyself – basics - plus eg. Of a business model
Thank you
Information you provided gets us thinking of possibilities!
Liked:
The first person experiences
Definition of business metric
Clear explanation of the business process
Enthusiasm for the prospects of being in business for yourself
Thanks!
Liked your relaxed presence and the stories of your experience
Feel that any info you share will be valuable
Like interaction & the exercises to stimulate ideas and action
Liked how you described me as a logo

Liked starting with “knowing yourself” –
Like putting the first brick into the building of a new house.
I like that a lot
You are most generous with your time and professional talents to share with the
parishioners
You are clear, practical, down to earth and simple.
What you presented resonates with me profoundly!
Now, I don’t feel like I am out of step!
The world is too technical, too impersonal; complex and can not deliver excellence!
I have learned so much from you tonight!
Keep going and sharing your gifts with as many people as you can
There are so many needs
Thank you!

